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In February of 2013 I uploaded a report on non‐human features that can be extracted in video
analysis, most commonly known as "reptilian shapeshifting". The first movie I uploaded was titled
"REPTILIAN MATRIX MESSAGE" uploaded February 14, 2013, and was the result of seeing an analysis
done on the movie "The Matrix" starring Keanu Reeves, (see the YouTube channel called
FrequencyFence). Within fifteen minutes I had about eight helicopters hovering directly over my
apartment in Woodland Hills California, which at the time I thought it was a police chase happening
nearby. I was soon to learn that it was because of what I uploaded to YouTube, because it was
followed by:
1. Continual low flying helicopters, usually LAPD but also unlabeled helicopters, fire helicopters, and news helicopters, which
routinely one can hear starting from a distance, then growing louder and louder, then flying over low (less than 200 feet), then
continuing on or sometimes circling.
2. LAPD squad cars lighting up and turning on sirens and either pulling around and in front of me, or pulling people over who were
driving nearby me (but not pulling me over). I bought a dash camera to record this, and uploaded the proof with some reptilian
shapeshifting footage in a movie entitled "Your Taxes for my Reptilian LAPD Escort", and this form of harassment/intimidation
mostly stopped.
3. LAPD officers at my door (four officers once on April 1, 2013 6:00pm) at which time while talking with them I realized they were
there as another form of intimidation, not for the bogus reason they gave of looking for the previous tenant then gone for eight
months. They knew, and they knew that I knew, what they were really there for, my YouTube uploads.
4. Odd unmarked vehicles such as large black SUVs seeming to drive up and down the street where I lived.
5. (Fully unsubstantiated) Three attempts on my life: 1. The actor Paul Walker of the "Fast and Furious" movie series, whom along
with another serpent were sent to actually eat me, as I realized when I read scripture describing the event [Psalm 27:2 When the
wicked, even mine enemies and my foes, came upon me to eat up my flesh, they stumbled and fell.], 2. A bright green flash and
huge booming sound (everyone came out to see it) outside my balcony, which later I
"perceived" as being a cloaked super solder, which God also killed before he could kill
me, 3. I saw two scary looking guys behind this fence over the river next to my
apartment, and a fire hydrant broke off and caused a huge scene, which I also "felt"
was God causing that to scare those two who were on their way to silence me. (I
could be wrong.)
5. Air stalking regular propeller air planes doing fly‐overs with the same gradual noise‐
increasing approach, except I noticed the walls and windows creaking as though from
a mild earthquake or truck going by, but I now understand is some kind of energy
beam being shot in my direction and hitting the walls. I have not been able to
determine its purpose.
CONTINUATION OF AIR STALKING (PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE/WARNING/HARASSMENT) FOR CONTINUANCE TO UPLOAD
"REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTER" MOVIES.
I was indeed intimidated by all of this while at the same time hardly being able to believe it. From that time of February 14, 2013
with the start of this air vehicle harassment until now (August 2016) this form of psychological warfare has continued most every
day and night. There have been times when it is less, and times when it is more, and certain days it does not occur, but it has
continued consistently for these three and a half years.
Their message was fairly clear: stop uploading this kind of movie to the world wide
web. I decided immediately that I would NOT stop uploading this kind of movie. I
since talked with others who had uploaded similar analysis movies showing
reptilian shapeshifting in video, and they told me that the pressure of the gang
stalking they got was simply too much so they quit and the harassment stopped. I
was indeed scared about what would happen, especially when they would do night
raids where they would actually stop the helicopter above my apartment and
hover there low which was quite loud, like a jackhammer, and woke everyone up.
These night raids were done consistently at 12:00am, and also with or without an
accompanying air vehicle I would get these sudden and severe cramps in my legs,
which while I considered if it was only an unrelated physical ailment, I decided in
favor of it being electronically induced. It was very painful and intimidating! At that
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time in 2013 I had no idea what else might be done against me.
While recording helicopters I identified as gang stalking harassment, I discovered upon
examination of the video a multitude of metallic orbs flying in odd and fast formations
around the helicopter, which video I included in the beginning of my feature shapeshifting
analysis movie called "The Dragons of Blade Runner." These orbs have persisted in video
analysis of the gang stalking helicopters until now, however I do not see them with the
naked eye.
Q AND A
Due to the unbelievable nature of what I am describing I have naturally got a lot of
questions and comments about what happened, so I will address those here.
Q: Do you live near an airport? Los Angeles has many aircraft flying at all times. Are you sure that you did not suddenly think this was
happening due to fear about what you were uploading?
A: The nearest airport is seven miles away in Van Nuys. I am a life‐long resident of Los Angeles and the West San Fernando Valley
since 1970, and am well familiar with the types and amount of aircraft flown in the city.
Q: Why and how could LAPD possibly do this to you, when they have much bigger fish to fry, and if true this would be expensive in
logistics and fuel. What makes you think you are so special that all this would actually be done just because you uploaded some
movies to YouTube?
A: I fully agree with and understand this point of skepticism. I myself could scarcely believe it, and three and a half years later can
still hardly believe it. Furthermore, I can tell you as a certainty that if someone else said this to me, I would not believe them without
extensive research. As to the expense, and why they harass me in this way I can only speculate that this kind of exposure is
significant damage to these non‐humans I now know live among us.
Q: What about prior criminal activities or suspicious activities on your part, or
the part of others you might be associating with?
A: I have absolutely NO prior criminal convictions, problem with law breaking,
or association with criminal elements, but I lead a normal lawful life, as a
background check will verify.
Q: Research of targeted individuals and gang stalking shows that various types
of people such as those working in a government or a military technology
company might become targets of gang stalking, and also people who explore
psychic abilities like channeling and astral projection. Some people become targeted for no reason at all, perhaps as an experiment
by whoever is doing this. What makes you sure that you became a TI for uploading "reptilian shapeshifter" movies?
A: That would be because it started literally within minutes of my first major analysis movie upload, leaving no doubt what the
harassment was for. Some people, even others I have spoken with who are gang stalking victims, cannot believe I got this gang
stalking for my non‐human exposure uploads to YouTube, and no amount of discussion will break that belief barrier.
Q: Why is this so‐called video evidence video often dark and grainy or blurred?
A: It is always a smaller image area increased in size so that it can be seen. Increasing the size causes softer focus. What I call
"photonic delay" most often occurs in low light and action shots, causing images to be dark or motion blurred, but the features
cannot be explained by any video error.
Q: From your videos one can see you are homeless, living in an RV, and you have stated that you have been homeless on and off for
the last twenty five years. Doesn't this call into question your ability to think and perceive rationally, as most normal people can at
least earn enough to pay rent somewhere?
A: I agree it does speak against my credibility. I never have been able to get or keep a job very long, usually doing small freelance
jobs to scrape by, and I live out of a vehicle. My father was a Harvard graduate business man, my mother was a medical doctor, and
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my step father a doctor of mathematics and former Boeing scientist. They knew I
was sane despite my odd lifestyle. I have lived in Los Angeles as a homeless man
in my RV and doing odd jobs such as handyman work, Hollywood jobs, office
work, and freelance graphic art.
Q: Have you tried moving to a different state to see if the gang stalking continues
there?
A: No I have not. I believe it would follow me in one form or another as my
research shows.
Q: Have you ever had a situation previously where someone or something was following or harassing you, or have you had other
strange paranormal events in your life?
A: No, I have never had anyone following or harassing me, no paranormal events, and nothing even close to the strangeness of this
gang stalking situation. This is absolutely the weirdest thing that ever happened to me.
Q: You have a lot of video showing helicopters flying overhead or nearby as part of your gang stalking log. Even if you are getting "air
stalked", could not some of these simply be unrelated vehicles flying by?
A: Yes indeed, that can certainly be the case, and likely has been. That is, I show a helicopter flying nearby, and in fact it was not
being used as part of the gang stalking campaign against me. What I can say is this: After thinking about this for some time and error
checking my thinking, I found I could tell when it was a gang stalking event, and when it was unrelated, but there is no proof, and I
could be wrong on some if not many occasions. Here is a list of things by which I identify the gang stalking:
1. There seems to be a character to the noise they make, like the approach, and when it goes by, but I
cannot verify this.
2. Timing: believe it or not, they time a "buzz" when I am coming or going to a place, such as to the
coffee shop where I now work, or when I come home to my RV. A helicopter or plane will pass
overhead with a characteristic noise, which someone not attuned to it or aware of this phenomena will
not notice at all.
3. They actually start a buzz based on thoughts I have, yes, thoughts I have, and it is done upon
thoughts such as efforts to get the truth out, like working on another movie, or passing out flyers. They also do it when I have
thoughts of confronting people, or thoughts of violence like fighting, which appears to be a sort of moral high ground psychological
effect.
Q: How do you know it is not simply your imagination, and that when you hear a random helicopter going by you think it is about a
thought you have in your head at the time?
A: Good question, and there is no proof at all. What I can say as a skeptic myself, is that it took me a long time to believe this was
happening, and after a time of considering the pros and cons of its reality I now have no doubt this is a real phenomena. I have since
learned about US patents on mind control technology and other distance energy weapons as well as war‐room psychic astral
projection government employees and artificial intelligence controlled gang stalking harassment methods. I know it is real, and I
know it is being used against me.
Q: How can they get a helicopter out so quickly on just a thought you have?
A: I don't think they do. I learned from the John Lear videos on YouTube a believable revelation that the government has holographic
technology to simulate aircraft where with noise and vibration one absolutely
cannot tell the difference from an actual aircraft. The fact they do this buzzing
based on timing of me entering or leaving a place, and when I have certain
thoughts, has convinced me that this holographic technology is being employed in
my case.
Q: With as much activity as you say you get, how come no one else can verify it,
and if this is really happening why haven't you filed a complaint with police?
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A: I have been searching for an open minded person who would be interested in verifying this on video, but I learned that gang
stalking generally occurs when a person is alone, or to people who are solitary. An occasional visit with friends or relatives will prove
nothing, and they are clearly smart about it, not doing noticeable things like continuous circling or low fly‐overs with people I might
have told about it. People not familiar with this will not think anything about even a strange maneuver, which is part of the genius of
it (the genius of driving you crazy), along with the paranoia that ANY aircraft could be a gang stalker, when of course not all are.
As for going to police, I considered it as an obvious move, even if they do not listen I will have gone on record, but the reason I have
not is because early on I realized it was useless, even detrimental. First of all, these creatures are not stupid, and with the money
and effort it takes to do this they probably also have a complete impenetrable defense for it. Additionally as I know gang stalking is
widespread they likely have a setup waiting for the TI to complain and take it to their next goal of getting the person institutionalized
where they can drug, brainwash, or even replace you with a clone or vril implant. I found out about several people this happened to.
Q: Let us say this is true for argument's sake. What do you perceive as the reality behind it all?
A: My guess is that there are non‐humans that live among us, and their lives depend on humans being generally unaware. Therefore
I am targeted because the exposure video actually showing the non‐human features has the potential to change minds. This level of
harassment, both the risk and expense of doing it, makes it clear to me that they consider this form of exposure detrimental enough
to their cause to spend the money and risk further exposure by doing it.
Q: Who are the non‐humans?
A: I still don't know, but my findings are primarily two types: reptilian and insectoid (known biblically as serpents and scorpions), but
there are others such as canine and feline beasts. I do not understand this, but
in the bible there are 29 instances of the phrase "beasts of the field", and
several scriptures which tell me that "beast" is another term for a sentient
being with familiar non‐sentient animal characteristics. For instance there is
Egyptian art showing humanoid figures with alligator, bird, lion, and dog, heads
and features, which I believe are actual depictions of beings, not symbolic of
gods as is generally thought. These are real beings, they live on other planets,
they live underground, they live among us using shapeshifting which may be a
result of hybridization or holographic technology, but they are all intelligent
and high technology wielding, with a vested interest in humans not believing
they exist. In this secrecy they are all unified. Furthermore and very important
to this picture, are that these beings exist in a spirit state also, or different
dimension, (they can see us, we cannot see them), and they even live within
our bodies, including everyone. This is more commonly known as demons. Hard as it is to comprehend, I believe these beings living
in people is actually the majority of the non‐human features I have captured in my shapeshifting exposure movies. Whatever they
are, they are in fact as I have visually proven in video uploads, living in people like myself with many occupying the same space
simultaneously, and they have grotesque features of huge mouths with pointy teeth, huge slit eyes, claws, and horns, which in a
process I call "photonic delay" are able to be seen in video with frame‐by‐frame analysis. Tests on myself reveal that solid looking
shapeshifts of reptilian slit eyes, scales, etc. show up in video, which in fact are NOT physical changes (as I would know if I was
physically changing), but are in fact a video manifestation of these spirit beings. I call it demonic distortion, but the fact is I do not
know what they are. What I do know is they're not happy about my uploads. I know it sounds crazy, unpleasant, and it just cannot be
true, but that is my story and I'm sticking to it. Please YouTube search "Richard Bruce" to see my videos about it, and visit my site
F reeOurWorld.ORG for more.
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